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Tips for Breuckmann Scanning

Basic Considerations

Once you have set up your project templates you are ready to begin collecting scan data. Some things to consider are…

Lighting Conditions

Minimizing ambient light is essential for collecting good scan data with the Breuckmann. Even small amounts of ambient light
can cause problems. When scanning outdoors working at night is often the best option. When scanning during the day a
blackout tent is needed.

Scan overlap

In order to collect data all the way around an object or across a flat object’s surface you will likely have to take multiple
scans. Ensuring that there is enough overlap between scans to find good match points is important. Here you can see more
than 60% overlap between adjacent scans.
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Data Voids

As you add and align scans, check for voids or gaps in the dataset. You can easily fill these in with additional scans while
everything is set up.

Delete Unwanted Data

As you are collecting scans, you can delete unwanted data by switching to the processing screen. Shift and left click to
select unwanted areas. Then delete using the ‘delete all selected element’ button.
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